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2017 Legislative Session Overview 
 

The 2017 regular spring session came to a close with a whimper late Wednesday night. 

 

The first year of the 100th General Assembly began with the legislature and Rauner administration returning to 

Springfield following an acrimonious and bitter 2016 election cycle. The Democrats attempted to make the 

elections a referendum on the efforts of the Governor and legislative Republicans to tie non-budgetary items 

such as workers compensation reform, pension relief and property tax relief to the state’s budget. For their 

part the Republicans did the same, with messaging centered on the use of increasing income tax and 

protection of union interests against the Democrats.  

 

The Democrats seemingly won the day in the 2016 March primary election, defending Republican Senator Sam 

McCann against a Governor Rauner funded opponent who was slated as punishment for McCann’s stance 

against Rauner on an AFSCE friendly bill, and defeating incumbent House Democrat Ken Dunkin for his staunch 

support of the Republican Governor. As well, they handily defeated a Rauner funded primary opponent of 

Speaker Madigan (placing a primary opponent against a sitting legislative leader is all but verboten in 

Springfield, making this move something of a shock to the Springfield political establishment). These victories, 

however, weren’t quite the sign of things to come that some expected in the November general election. 

 

In the race for Illinois’ junior Senate seat, Democrat Tammy Duckworth easily surpassed incumbent Republican 

Senator Mark Kirk. As well, in a race with more immediately apparent undertones for the situation here in 

Illinois, Democrat Susana Mendoza was able to defeat appointed Republican Leslie Munger for the State 

Comptroller’s office.  

 

While the statewide contest certainly went the way of Democrats, the same was not true of races in the Illinois 

House and Senate. Going into November the Democrat leaders in both chambers enjoyed supermajority 

caucuses, though the one in the House was on paper only as that caucus had three regular defectors. After the 

dust settled, Illinois House Speaker Michael Madigan found himself down by four members, losing his on-

paper supermajority, going from 71 of the 118 members to 67. Senate President John Cullerton didn’t fare 

much better, though he did maintain his supermajority, losing two seats and going from 39 of 59 members to 

37. 

 

In the Illinois Senate, the net change was two, with the Republicans holding every seat they previously held 

and picking up two previously Democrat held seats. The Senate Republicans, for their part, never saw any real 

challenge in the races where they were protecting incumbents, with all of them winning with ease. In the 

House, as noted the net change was four. They lost five contested seats , but were able to buck the Trump 

trend in one Republican held downstate district and unseat incumbent Representative Dwight Kay in House 

District 112. Each of these six races was expected to be heavily in play, and did not fail to deliver. In contrast, 

the House Republicans were able to defend well in their contested races, minus the Dwight Kay race of course.  

 

The balance of power didn’t change appreciably in Illinois, but getting there had enormous cost. The 

Comptroller’s race saw nearly $11 million expended, and there were nine legislative contests that spent 

between $2.6 and $4.4 million. The cost in political goodwill was immeasurably greater than that, however, 



leading to a scenario where no combination of either of the two chambers or the administration showed any 

willingness to compromise to enact any meaningful reforms or a state budget. 

 

With this as the setting, ultimately none of the various parties were able to agree upon a complete package 

and the tainted political environment prevented any final agreements from coming to fruition before 

adjournment.  

 

And so, for the third year running, end of regular session came and none of the major issues either side has 

pushed for have been finalized and the legislature adjourned without even placing a budget on the Governor’s 

desk for his consideration. Though regular session has concluded, both chambers have indicated that they will 

hold ongoing summer session dates. Unfortunately this makes coming to any final agreement even more 

problematic, as passage of anything will now require 71 votes in the House and 36 in the Senate, rather than 

the 60 and 30 needed during regular session. 

 

We will keep you informed as ongoing session dates occur, if and when any progress on the budget impasse is 

made, and when member grassroots participation is needed, which is certain to be the case. 

 

FY17 and FY18 Budgets  
 

The budget for the coming fiscal year is always the primary focus of a legislative session. Since his election, 

Governor Rauner has stated that the non-budgetary, business concerns he is seeking have to be a piece of any 

agreed budget package, and as noted above he has made that the driving force in the 2016 election cycle and 

his almost nonstop campaign mode of governing. Because of the recalcitrant positions taken by the Democrat 

leaders and the Governor over this divide, Illinois has been without a budget since Rauner took office. 

 

Toward the end of 2016, the legislative leaders and the administration sat down to discuss the parameters of a 

budget and reform agreement. Unfortunately due to the incredibly hostile election cycle that immediately 

preceded these meetings, they were soon deemed fruitless and abandoned. 

 

After the abandonment of these meetings, Senate President Cullerton and Senate Republican Leader Radogno 

began to meet and discuss – without the knowledge of the House or the administration – how their chamber 

could come to terms on a package including revenue, spending reductions and reforms. Once it was made 

public that this was going on all attention on the budget was directed to the Senate and remained there for 

much of the session. The ‘Grand Bargain’, as it was deemed, spanned over a dozen bills and included an 

income tax increase, workers compensation reform, pension reform, Medicaid reductions, education funding 

reform, bonding to pay off the bill backlog, property tax relief and a variety of other issues. 

 

Initially many saw Radogno’s participation as a sign that there was a glimmer of hope the long impasse battle 

would come to an end. Prior to this, no legislative Republican had taken a step that wasn’t fully endorsed by 

the administration. This was viewed as either tacit endorsement by Rauner, or a sign that Republicans were 

ready to break with the Governor. Further hope arose when the Governor referenced the Grand Bargain in his 

February budget address as a part of the solution going forward. 

 

Then the wheels came entirely off.  



As March began, the Senate declared they were about as close as they could possibly get on a deal and they 

were ready to begin voting on the proposal. The administration and the various conservative policy groups 

they control began publicly crying foul over the state of the package, blasting it in the media, and ultimately 

pulling off Republican votes from the package. This brought all discussion on the budget to a grinding halt for 

weeks. 

 

For their part, the House took the time to craft a stopgap appropriation bill for education and social services 

while this was going on. They were able to pass this, HB109, on Democrat votes only and sent it to the Senate. 

 

During a cooling off period Republican Senator Bill Brady had a package of bills crafted representing the 

Governor’s ideal budget, including 10% reductions to Medicaid. Shortly after the legislative Spring Break 

ended, the two sides in the Senate began to tentatively meet again, using the Brady bills as a starting point for 

discussions. Simultaneously rumors began swirling that the House Democrats were developing their own 

comprehensive package.  

 

As the month of May passed, the Senate Democrats began to rumble that the goal posts were being moved on 

them again after failure to find final agreements on most of the issues in the second version of the grand 

Bargain. With that they set a deadline of May 10 for an agreement or they would begin calling the bills as they 

stood. When the deadline came the President was true to his word and began to move the bills. The 

Republicans refused to vote for them, and the Grand Bargain 2.0 died the same death as its predecessor. This 

was the beginning of the end for negotiations in the Senate, and they finally passed an earlier version of the 

package to the House with just two weeks to go in regular session. Interestingly, the package they passed was 

based off of the Governor’s introduced budget numbers, gave him workers compensation reforms, property 

tax relief and the added benefit of having NO Republicans voting for the tax increase. 

 

This finally moved some attention to the House, which had managed to avoid the budget microscope 

throughout the entire session. Nobody though the House would leave the package as is, and by all accounts 

they continued to develop their own approach, seemingly to be put on the Senate bills and returned for a 

concurrence vote. However, there was no appetite in the House to vote on a tax increase with no Republicans 

on board, and the bills languished without being called for a vote or being amended with the House plan. 

 

As we headed into the Memorial Day weekend and the last few days of session there were some who thought 

a deal between at least the two Democratic caucuses could be brokered and called for a vote, using either the 

Senate bills or HB109 as the vehicle. While this wouldn’t be signed by the Governor, it would at least offer 

them something to point to say they had attempted to do the job. Unfortunately, as the final days of session 

played it, it became obvious that wasn’t going to happen.  

 

Ultimately, the chambers then adjourned without fully passing any appropriations measures to the Governor. 

 

Where does that leave us?  

 

The legislature will continue to meet over the summer, and will hold public budget hearings across the state. 

These can largely be viewed as an effort to gin up pressure against the Rauner administration and legislative 

Republicans in an attempt to get them to move away from some of their positions on non-budgetary reform 



items. Our best guess is that as summer wears on and the looming threat of schools not opening on time 

becomes more real, the legislature will eventually pass a stopgap budget for K-12 education and some social 

services, as they did last year. There are legislators from both sides of the aisle who claim they will not do this 

again this year, but it is easier to say this in Springfield without a screaming mass of parents and teachers in 

your face every day. If this the case, the likelihood of there being a budget next year becomes very slim…the 

appetite to increase taxes and slash programs is already very low, in an election year it will be nonexistent. If 

this happens the mountain of unpaid bills will grow to over $22 billion by the end of next year. 

 

As far as our sector is concerned, in the short term long term care providers are protected until a full budget 

deal is made as the court orders will remain in place, funding our sector at the 2015 rate. However, it is 

important to note that the longer the budget impasse continues, the likelihood of the state returning to court 

in an attempt to change the rate at which long term care and other Medicaid providers is paid increases. Once 

a budget deal is made, there will be targeted Medicaid cuts. However, IHCA’s positions on how to handle 

funding for our sector are well positioned and will continue to be promoted as the solution in lieu of any 

provider based revenue increases or across the board cuts.  

 

Substantive Legislative Agenda 
 

The first year of a General Assembly is usually a Wild West of sorts, with monumental amounts of legislation 

introduced and heard in the legislature. 2017 was no exception to this, with over 7,500 pieces of legislation 

and countless amendments introduced. IHCA Policy staff reviews and analyzes each of these to determine 

impact to our sector and takes appropriate action to pass or defeat them as necessary. IHCA identified over 

300 bills of interest to our sector. For the purposes of this report we will focus on IHCA sponsored initiatives 

and major opposition initiatives. However, if you would like to see the full language and status of all legislation 

tracked by IHCA during this legislative session, you can utilize the IHCA Legislative Tracker. 

 

IHCA Sponsored Substantive Legislation: 

 

The IHCA Public Policy Committee and policy staff use the final quarter of the previous year to develop IHCA’s 

legislative agenda. This year we developed an aggressive agenda focused workforce development initiatives, 

needed regulatory fixes and rate and reimbursement policies. These included bills centered on: 

 

 Registered Nurse Staffing Waiver 

 Nurse Licensure Act and Advanced Practice Nurse Scope of Practice 

 Occupied Provider Assessment Tax Delay 

 Medicaid Eligibility Delay Reform 

 IDR Federal Response Requirements 

 OIG Audit Reporting Process 

 RUGs Rate Methodology Reform 

 

IHCA was very successful in regards to our agenda this year, coming to a final agreement on all but two of the 

initiatives we introduced. More detail on each initiative is included below: 

 

http://www.hannah-il.com/Report_Custom.aspx?sid=WMWyi3HG1gk%3d&rid=4B3ZHhP%2fjv4%3d


Registered Nurse Staffing Waiver – SB626, Sen. Sam McCann/Rep. CD Davidsmeyer – SB326 from the 2010 

legislative session created a wide array of regulatory changes for long term care providers. Among them were 

greatly increased staffing ratios, which are now fully in effect. As part of the rulemaking process, a waiver was 

included specifically to grant some leeway to rural facilities that were experiencing trouble in hiring registered 

nurses (RN). At the last minute, this waiver was removed. The increased staffing has generally been successful, 

but we still see rural homes that have trouble finding RNs. This measure, based off the existing federal model, 

allows IDPH to grant waivers to the RN staffing requirement when they meet certain requirements. Due to 

procedural hiccups and misunderstanding by the administration in the past, previous versions of this bill 

haven’t become law. However, this year all parties have finally agreed to language, it has passed both 

chambers, and should be signed by the Governor.  

 

Nurse Licensure Act – HB313, Rep. Sara Feigenholtz/Sen. Iris Martinez – This bill represents another 

collaborative effort between IHCA, ANA-Illinois and Leading Age. The Nurse Licensure Act sunsets every few 

years, and as a result, when it does so, there is opportunity to make changes to the Act when it is time to 

renew it. The nursing community worked with long term care, hospitals and other interested parties for their 

input, and this was the result. The legislation allows greater scope of practice for LPNs and APRNs. There is one 

remaining procedural step for the bill to take before it can be sent to the Governor, but we expect it will be 

done when the legislature returns this summer and that the bill will ultimately become law. 

 

Nurse Licensure Compact – SB677, Sen. Pam Althoff/Rep. David Reis  – A long studied issue in Illinois, 

reciprocity of nursing license between states is a piece of the solution to the continuing nursing shortage long 

term care facilities are experiencing. Most of our neighboring states allow nurses licensed in their neighboring 

states to practice. IHCA has long been supportive of Illinois’ participation in the Nurse Licensure Compact 

Program, and has partnered with ANA-Illinois and Leading Age in an effort to move this bill. Past versions have 

made it through pone chamber, only to be stopped in the second. Unfortunately this year was no exception, 

and when the bill moved to the House the AFL-CIO mounted a massive campaign against it. House Democratic 

leadership was unwilling to go against the union due to the upcoming election, and the bill died in committee. 

With the continuation of session through summer and fall we are continuing to attempt to negotiate the issue. 

 

Occupied Provider Assessment Tax Delay – HB173, Rep. Elgie Sims/Sen. Dave Koehler – When the occupied 

provider assessment was passed in 2011, language was included with the intent that unless the months of 

service for which the tax was levied had been paid, providers would not be liable for the tax. Unfortunately the 

language was poorly drafted and allowed the Department discretion to delay the payment of the tax, resulting 

in uncertainty and worry about cash flow for providers. Originally, this language clarified the intent of the 2011 

law. However, through discussions with the Department they adopted a policy which made the delay 

automatic. Following that, this legislation was recrafted to apply the same standard to MCO payments, in 

anticipation of the move to full managed care. Ultimately all interested parties came to agreement. As with 

HB313 above, there is one remaining procedural step for the bill to take before it can be sent to the Governor, 

but we expect it will be done when the legislature returns this summer and that the bill will ultimately become 

law. 

Medicaid Eligibility Delay Reform – HB2814, Rep. Norine Hammond/Sen. Jil Tracy – Beginning in 2013, 

changes have been made to the Medicaid application process in order to facilitate efficiency and promote 

accuracy. Unfortunately all we have seen from these changes is a back log of applications and cases pending 

that nearly doubled in size over the past year and a half. These pending cases represent many long term care 

http://www.ilga.gov/legislation/billstatus.asp?DocNum=626&GAID=14&GA=100&DocTypeID=SB&LegID=100728&SessionID=91
http://www.ilga.gov/legislation/billstatus.asp?DocNum=313&GAID=14&GA=100&DocTypeID=HB&LegID=99470&SessionID=91
http://www.ilga.gov/legislation/billstatus.asp?DocNum=677&GAID=14&GA=100&DocTypeID=SB&LegID=101052&SessionID=91
http://www.ilga.gov/legislation/billstatus.asp?DocNum=173&GAID=14&GA=100&DocTypeID=HB&LegID=99123&SessionID=91
http://www.ilga.gov/legislation/billstatus.asp?DocNum=2814&GAID=14&GA=100&DocTypeID=HB&LegID=104217&SessionID=91


residents whose care is not being paid for. HFS and DHS currently are statutorily required to produce a 

monthly report tracking all LTC pending cases in certain timeframes. HB2814 was introduced as our starting 

point for negotiations with the administration following last year’s discussions. Ultimately we were able to get 

some non-statutory agreements with the administration on the issue which we will detail further as they roll 

out. As far as the bill, it requires some additional reporting requirements on the part of the state, as well 

requiring  the Auditor General to review the issue and provide regular reports on the Departments' 

performance and compliance in meeting state and federal requirements concerning eligibility determinations 

for Medicaid long-term care services and supports. This bill passed out of both the House and Senate. The 

Governor’s administration has agreed to the bill and will be signed.  

 

IDR Federal Response Requirements – HB2544, Rep. Mike Unes – Introduced as a follow up to last year’s 

HB5602, this bill clarified that when the department fails to provide a written explanation within 60 days of 

receiving an informal dispute resolution, the disputed licensure violation shall be cited, but no penalty shall be 

imposed. This bill addressed the licensure side of the IDR process, which was the original intent of HB5602 that 

the Department ignored. This piece is something the Department of Public Health could do without statute. To 

continue with IHCA’s methods of only pushing legislation when all option are exhausted, IHCA’s policy team 

negotiated, upon Rep. Unes’s request, with the DPH to implement this process through internal Department 

policy. After some clarification of Federal rules and requirements, the Department agreed to move forward 

with written explanation on the Federal side. Due to this agreement, which will go into effect this summer, we 

did not need to move HB2544 through the process.  

 

OIG Audit Reporting Process – HB3537, Rep. Natalie Manley – Over the past few years, providers have been 

seeing increased scrutiny from the HFS Office of Inspector General in the form of audits. As these have 

progressed, we were made aware that the standards being used by the OIG were very inconsistent, and often 

didn’t follow statutory guidelines. IHCA introduced HB3537 in an effort to provide clarity and consistency to 

the processes used by the OIG. The OIG was initially opposed to the legislation, but after meeting, agreed to 

implement internal policy changes, similar to the agreement we reached on the previous bill. IHCA will be 

included in the decision making process, and we expect to begin meeting with the oIG as the summer 

progresses.  

 

RUGs Rate Methodology Reform – SB1559/HB3391, Sen. Heather Steans/Rep. Chris Welch  – IHCA began our 

legislative agenda planning last year with an understanding that the Medicaid budget would ultimately face 

real reductions when a budget deal was made. To that end the Public Policy Committee, staff and consultants 

underwent an exercise to identify areas in which savings in long term care funding could be realized. There 

have been two major adjustments to nursing rates in the past two years: the bed tax in 2010 and the final 

implementation of RUGS in 2014. The bed tax was intended to finance new staffing and regulatory demands, 

while RUGS was intended to tie the rate more closely to acuity of the population served. While both 

accomplished their tasks to a great degree, our review of the data showed that many homes failed to meet 

staffing standards which are funded through the tax and mandated by law, and that resident acuity is both 

over reported and not reflected in staffing levels. This legislation redirects the manner in which facilities are 

reimbursed to erase disparities in funding and allow for savings to the state without across the board cuts to 

our sector. While the legislation was politically blocked from advancing - as the opponents cannot formulate 

any sound policy objections - IHCA continues to promote this as the budget solution for the profession and the 

matter is very favorably received by those who are involved in budget negotiations.  

http://www.ilga.gov/legislation/billstatus.asp?DocNum=2544&GAID=14&GA=100&DocTypeID=HB&LegID=103759&SessionID=91
http://www.ilga.gov/legislation/billstatus.asp?DocNum=3537&GAID=14&GA=100&DocTypeID=HB&LegID=105405&SessionID=91
http://www.ilga.gov/legislation/billstatus.asp?DocNum=1559&GAID=14&GA=100&DocTypeID=SB&LegID=104194&SessionID=91
http://www.ilga.gov/legislation/billstatus.asp?DocNum=3391&GAID=14&GA=100&DocTypeID=HB&LegID=105145&SessionID=91


Opposition Initiatives: 

 

In addition to the favorable language pursued by IHCA, we engage in negotiations and efforts on legislation 

that negatively impacts providers. This year these included numerous minimum wage and overtime exemption 

thresholds, and other additional burdensome regulatory oversight efforts. None of these efforts was able to 

fully pass muster this year without at least being amended to make them amenable to the profession. In 

addition to these perennial opposition pieces, there were two incredibly bad bills that took considerable effort 

to defeat: 

 

Arbitration Agreement Prohibition – HB238, Rep. Mary Flowers/Sen. Omar Aquino – This legislation 

attempted to mirror the efforts of the Federal ROPs provision which attempted to prohibit pre-dispute 

arbitration agreements in all long term care settings before it was stopped in the courts. In addition it made 

substantial changes in how post-dispute agreements can be entered. IHCA came out in total opposition to this 

legislation, and worked closely with the General Assembly and the Rauner administration to stop it. Because of 

the strong opposition we mustered, and the decision in the federal courts to disallow the prohibition, the bill 

was never called for a vote in Senate committee. Eventually the bill was gutted and used for another unrelated 

purpose. 

 

Involuntary Discharge Restrictions/Staffing Penalties and Fines – SB1624/HB3392, Sen. Daniel Biss/ Rep. 

Chris Welch –  A collection of self-styled  ‘do-gooder’ groups including SEIU, the Alzheimer’s Association, the 

association representing MCOs, Citizens for Better Care and others introduced these identical bills in late 

March after secretively developing them. As written, this bill takes away almost all ability from a facility to 

involuntarily discharge a resident. As well, it restyles how staffing is regulated in facilities, increases the staffing 

ratios agreed to in 2010, and applies massive fines and penalties against facilities for failing to meet staffing 

standards. The total penalties could be conservatively estimated to take well over $300 million out of the 

sector. IHCA vehemently opposed this legislation, and after a full court press effort by our sector neither bill 

was able to move through the process. 

http://www.ilga.gov/legislation/billstatus.asp?DocNum=238&GAID=14&GA=100&DocTypeID=HB&LegID=99221&SessionID=91
http://www.ilga.gov/legislation/billstatus.asp?DocNum=1624&GAID=14&GA=100&DocTypeID=SB&LegID=104356&SessionID=91
http://www.ilga.gov/legislation/billstatus.asp?DocNum=3392&GAID=14&GA=100&DocTypeID=HB&LegID=105146&SessionID=91

